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It is important to note what we are trying to achieve within a season so 
we can re-evaluate at the end to see if we have accomplished our goals. 
The pathway to success depends on how well we execute the follow 
philosophy in every session we take: 
 
• To help each Pre K grade player to reach their full potential in the 
sport of soccer.  
 
• To develop players that are comfortable with the ball at their feet  
 
• To Improve each players knowledge and understanding of the game.  
 
• To create a positive and fun atmosphere where players can learn and 
develop at their own pace.  
 
 
 



•Heel / Toe Roll : - Roll ball up and down sole of foot from heel to toe keeping contact with the ball at all times  
•Inside Outside Roll : - Same but now but moving ball from inside to outside of sole of foot  
•Circle Roll : - Moving ball with same foot in a circular motion  
•Front foot Dribble :- Small touches using the front of the foot only (laces)  
•Big Toe / Little Toe : - Move ball with Inside of big toe, followed by outside of little toe in a zig zag fashion  
•Big Toe, Big Toe / Little Toe Little Toe :- Same but now 2 touches with big toe followed by two touches of little toe  
•Side Sprints:- Ball in between feet moving ball from side to side in a pendulum fashion  
•Side Sprints forwards / backwards :- Same but now moving ball forwards and backwards  
•Side Sprints Side to Side :- Now move body to left whilst performing 3-4 side sprints and then back to the right in a 
zig zag  
•Pull Push :- Pull ball back from heel to toe and push forward with the laces  
•Pull Push Inside / Outside :- Pull ball across body using the pull and out of body using the push, repeat both sides  
•Pull Push Behind :- Pull ball to side & behind standing foot and using inside of big toe push across to control with 
other foot  
•Side sprints w / pull push combo :- As described above  
•Sole Taps :- Little touches on ball using front of the sole of the foot  
•Sole Taps forwards / backwards :- Same, moving ball backwards and forwards  
•Sole Taps w / pull push behind combo :- Same but now add a pull push behind  
•Sideways Rolls :- Body square to the ball, roll whole foot over the ball inside of foot first and quickly repeat  
•Sideways Rolls change over left to right :- Same but change ball from left to right with a roll across body  
•Sideways Rolls w/ roll over step over :- Same but now roll across body while performing a step over  
•Figure 8 dribbling :- Dribbling ball in a figure 8 between two cones  

 









 
Area: Two starting points are 10 yards 
apart (yellow cones) , Blue cones are 5 
yards in from start point and run 10 yards 
in length Description: 2 groups of 3/4 
maximum players. Both players dribble in 
to the central cone, turn up to desired 
cone, turn back and speed dribble to the 
final cone. Change routine as needed. 
(Groups alternate Ball work/Dynamic/Ball 
work/Dynamic/Ball Work /Dynamic ) 
Check movement sheet for dynamics.  
 
Progression: Use the other foot Make it a 
race  
 
Coaching Points: Drive quickly with ball 
(Pace, Power and Purpose), Turn sharply 
with as few touches as possible, Always 
protect the ball, Scan before turning  
 
 
 
 







Small Sided Games: 4 V 4 

 
Organization: 20 x 30 
grid,  
Two teams of  4 vs 4  
 
 
Let the game flow and 
give pointers when 
necessary, try not to 
keep starting and 
stopping it.  
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Warm Up Activity: Revs Relay 
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        Colored Passing 



 
Area: 10 x 8 Hexagon 
 
Description: in 4 players perform different 
Ball mastery sequences to the center cone. 
After performing moves up to the cone they 
are then going to pass across to the opposite 
player.  
 
Progression: Fake and Take around defender 
and move the ball. Can players come and 
meet the ball rather than waiting at the cone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 v 3 Passing 
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